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We recently discovered a practical method of perfectly amplify multiphoton light [1]. This type of am-

plifier is useful for a huge variety of quantum technologies, such as quantum-secured communication,

quantum-improved sensing, and quantum error correction. Our method uses common optical compo-

nents, and is resistant to experimental imperfections. Before this research, practical perfect amplifiers

were restricted to light containing up to a single-photon. Previous amplifier proposals attempted to cir-

cumvent this single-photon limit, however they produce distorted amplified light [2].

Figure 1: (a) Our protocol design [1], which is an excellent (b) amplifier (compared with Ref. [2]), and

(c) teleporter (compared with Ref. [3]). The colour line numbers refer to the extra light photon numbers.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), our protocol works by introducing extra light, containing a chosen number of

photons. Some of this extra light is mixed with the input light, and then measured. Given that a particular

measurement outcome occurs, the remaining extra light inherits all properties of the input light (i.e.

quantum teleportation). If the remaining extra light is brighter, the result is an amplified version of

the input light. Our method is better than established alternative amplifiers [2] and continuous-variable

teleporters [3], as shown in Fig 1(b) and (c). We will also mention some new unpublished related results.
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